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THE

ADVENTURES OF

THE LITTLE

PRINCE 

The Adventures of the Little Prince is an

adaptation made by the group of The Little

Prince, written by Saint-Exupéry and directed

by Camila Bauer. The performance brings, in

a playful way, questions and different ways of

seeing the world proposing a play created

especially for children. 





HIDDEN

MARGIN

Hidden Margin is a research work that seeks

to hybridize   installation, body and photo-

performance. From the idea of   the body as

an extended field together with the

landscape, the space as an expanded set

design and photography that not only records

images but generates a document that

become part of the installation itself.





THE LITTLE RED

RIDING HOOD

The Little Red Riding Hood is a play written

by the French playwright Joël Pommerat and

it’s performed for the first time in Brazil by

the GOMPA Project. The performance has

toured inside Brazil, making part in the main

theater festivals and events for the youth.

In the performance, while the narrator tells

us the story, images and sounds are produced

for the audience through dancing, set

changes, music and microphones. In this

hybrid language, the performance main

search is to dialogue with the diversity of ages

that may compose the audience by building a

spectacle with multiple reception layers.

 





ENEMIES IN A

DOLL'S HOUSE

Proceeding with the research about

dramaturgical and scenic creation developed

by the GOMPA Project, Enemies in a Dolls’

House is one of the five winners of the

International Ibsen Scholarship 2017, an

award biannually promoted in Norway in

order to encourage performances inspired by

Ibsen all around the world. The play is

performed in Brazil since 2018 and was

presented at the Ibsen Festival, in Norway

(2019). 

Enemies in a Dolls’ House is a play inspired by

the works “A Doll’s House” and “An Enemy of

the People”, by Henrik Ibsen. The texts of the

Norwegian playwright serve as a starting

point for the construction of the play, which

emphasizes gender issues, corruption and the

media onipresence.

 





FRANKENSTEIN

Frankenstein is a performance inspired by the

homonymous work by Mary Shelley. The group

mixes dance, theater, visual arts and original

soundtrack performed live to reinvent the first

science fiction work in history. Through this

scenic miscegenation, the trajectory of a

human being generated from other human

beings is told, who tries to adapt to the current

world even though feeling that nothing she

does is sufficient. 

The performance proposes a reflection on our

relationships of belonging, identification or

absence of identification, questioning how

much we feel included or part of something, at

the same time that it proposes a study of the

movements of the human body. For this, two

dancers are on stage showing the body that is

formed from fragments, objects and mirrors

that generate poetic images on the scene. 





OLGA
The play, OLGA, is a monologue written by

Pedro Bertoldi and Edelweiss Ramos, which

recreates fragments of the life of the Jewish

revolutionary, Olga Benário, who was

condemned to death in a Nazi death camp in

Germany. In Camila Bauer's staging, we visit

a series of memories during Olga's last night,

depicting her as a mother, a wife, a Jewess, a

revolutionary, an asocial, a political prisoner.





THE LAST BLACK

WOMAN

The Last Black Woman is a virtual

performance created by the artists of Projeto

Gompa. This play questions about how it

would be if there was only one black woman

left. In the text, an archaeologist finds the

body of a black woman frozen 100 years ago.

Inexplicably, Dandara survived more than a

century and its survival in a Brazil where for

many years there are no traces of black

people rekindles discussions about

institutional racism in the country.





DEFEAT

DEFEAT is a virtual monologue by Liane

Venturella with a text by the Greek

playwright Dimitris Dimitriadis. The play

invites us to navigate the depths of a human

being who retakes crucial aspects of her

existence, in a close relationship between life

and memory, defeat and victory,

understanding and non-acceptance of what

surrounds us and what is dearest to us. Our

relationship with the world, our desires and

impotence in the face of everything.

In “Defeat”, the desire to change the world is

not enough to change it, just as the desire for

expression is not enough to find the exact

word. 





THE GIRL'S

GRANDMOTHER

Based on the reports of women over 65, The

Girl’s Grandmother presents fragments of the

life of a woman who lives alone in her house

and whose autonomy is questioned due to her

age. Over the course of a year, from the

fateful March 2020, times of threat to public

health were established, affecting everyone's

daily life. The granddaughter becomes her

link with the world, revealing different

discoveries for the two universes.





THE MOTHER OF

THE LITTLE

GIRL’S MOTHER

A new production by the GOMPA Project, The

Mother of the Little Girl’s Mother brings

different visions of three generations

interpreted by Sandra Dani, Liane Venturella

and Laura Hickmann. Directed by Camila

Bauer, Ruth (Sandra), Marta (Liane) and Júlia

(Laura) make the spectator an accomplice of

their desires and frustrations. Mother,

daughter and granddaughter reveal

perceptions about care, love and family ties

permeated by the time that passes through

them and by the unspoken that characterize

these relationships.
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